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Abstract
Vocational rehabilitation represents an important element within the mental health care system. To ensure the success of rehabilitation, programs of varying degrees of complexity are needed in order to meet patients’ abilities and needs. Rehabilitation success must be examined multidimensionally and not be reduced to the mere integration into competitive employment. Success is also represented by progress in the level of vocational integration, strengthening of work capabilities, the improvement of the functional level, and in a better quality of life. The patient’s need for rehabilitation has to be recognized as early as possible to shorten the duration of the patient’s disintegration and to avoid stagnation periods. Rehabilitation needs to start in the clinic; with psychiatric help sustained during the rehabilitation process to prevent illness exacerbation and premature program termination. The patient’s development regarding his or her functional level, work capability, and subjective wellbeing needs to be evaluated throughout the program to consistently monitor the patient’s individual needs and abilities and to ensure appropriate support. Training for cognition and social skills should be integrated into rehabilitation programs to compensate individual deficits.
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Resumen
La rehabilitación vocacional representa un importante elemento dentro del sistema del cuidado de la salud mental. Con el fin de asegurar el éxito de la rehabilitación y para satisfacer las necesidades y habilidades de los pacientes hacen falta programas de diversos grados de complejidad. El resultado de la rehabilitación debe examinarse de manera multidimensional y no reducirse tan sólo a la integración al empleo competitivo, pues el éxito se ve reflejado asimismo por el avance en el nivel de integración vocacional, el fortalecimiento de las capacidades para el trabajo, la mejora del nivel de funcionamiento y una mejor calidad de vida. Las necesidades de rehabilitación del paciente deben reconocerse tan pronto como sea posible para disminuir la desintegración y para evitar periodos de estancamiento. La rehabilitación debe comenzar en la clínica, con apoyo psiquiátrico sostenido durante el proceso a fin de evitar la exacerbación de la enfermedad y una terminación prematura del programa. El desarrollo del paciente en lo concerniente a nivel de funcionamiento, capacidad de trabajo y bienestar subjetivo requiere de constante evaluación a lo largo del programa a fin de monitorear sus necesidades y habilidades individuales y para asegurar el apoyo correcto. El entrenamiento cognoscitivo y de habilidades sociales debe integrarse en los programas de rehabilitación para compensar las carencias individuales.
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Severe mental illnesses show numerous characteristics that are extremely limiting to a successful career. Even the mere presence of psychiatric symptoms (e.g., depression that prevents the patient from leaving bed to go to work; delusions that may disturb social work relations) cuts the probability of being competitively employed. Patients experience their own disabilities and realize that the psychiatric disorder they suffer from limits their occupational achievements. Indeed, patients with severe mental disorders are likely to have serious functional impairments which may lead to the loss of their jobs and social withdrawal. Beiser and coworkers conclude that occupational descent is not only common for patients suffering from schizophrenia but also for patients with mood disorders. Functional impairments resulting from mental disorders can endure for years without improvement, and functional recovery often lags behind symptomatic recovery and may still be incomplete even when acute symptoms have subsided.

Only about 10 to 20% of the mentally ill are competitively employed. Competitive employment is not only crucial for independent living, but also for social appreciation, integration into society, and reduction of illness-related stigmata. Loss or absence of employment not only leads to deterioration of the individual’s material situation but also to aggravation of the mental illness. In schizophrenia patients, unemployment is associated with an increase of negative symptoms. For subjects without mental disorders, studies reported that unemployment promotes suicidal tendencies and increased rates of depression.

When patients with severe mental illnesses are permanently excluded from employment early on in their career, they depend on permanent disability payments. However, in most cases, they have contributed to social pension funds only for a short period of time. Thus, by and large they can only expect modest payments from these funds. In fact, obtaining monetary support from pension funds, in some cases secures financial survival but for the majority, depending on these payments means impoverishment.

Vocational rehabilitation for people with severe mental illness comprises all systematic and organized efforts of support of psychiatric patients and their integration into occupations, apprenticeships and employment. Vocational rehabilitation aims towards increased participation in society. The primary means to reach this goal is reintegration into employment. Employment itself is proposed to have positive effects on the course of the illness because integration into work supplies the opportunity of personal success through mastering external demands. Beyond financial remuneration as a basis for a self-determined life, employment promotes the fulfilling of normal social roles and counteracts a role of being chronically ill. Moreover, being able to work is a criterion of convalescence and makes it possible to achieve social status and identity. Additionally, being integrated into employment structures the daily schedule and helps to establish social networks and support.

**Vocational rehabilitation approaches**

Theoretically, the whole spectrum of work, apprenticeship, and employment is accessible for patients with severe mental disorders. The beneficial effects of employment to mental health have been known for a long time. Thus, efforts to integrate psychiatric patients into work and employment have been an essential element of psychiatric rehabilitation since its beginning. Today, the system of vocational support for psychiatric patients comprises a multitude of rehabilitation approaches. These approaches cover a broad field of activities from “choosing an appropriate job” over “getting an appropriate job” to “keeping an appropriate job” for the patients. Psychiatric rehabilitation comprises two fundamental intervention strategies: ecological strategies are directed towards developing environmental resources to reduce potential stressors. Facilities of day care, sheltered living, and sheltered workplaces in the community promote processes of individual learning and development and supply an environment in which the patient can live and work with his or her capabilities. Individual-centered approaches, on the other hand, aim at developing the patient’s skills to interact with a stressful work environment. Individual-centered vocational rehabilitation programs can be classified as follows: a) hospital-based programs; b) sheltered work; c) psychosocial rehabilitation, including prevocational training and transitional employment; d) supported employment.

In hospital-based programs, psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers are responsible for identifying the patient’s needs for achieving vocational rehabilitation as early as possible in the course of the illness. Beginning with the patient’s stay in the hospital, first diagnostics of work capabilities and individual needs should lead to prospects and planning for further rehabilitation support. Particularly, after longer periods of unemployment, hospital work therapy can initially promote the reinforcement of basic work skills. According to individual needs and capabilities based on diagnostic information from this early stage, caregivers choose the appropriate rehabilitation program for the patient.
Community-based vocational rehabilitation programs provide a series of steps to endorse job entry or re-entry. Sheltered workshops offer employment opportunities for patients with the most severe disabilities. The patients can undertake meaningful paid employment under supportive conditions. Even though sheltered workshops also provide pre-vocational training, in most cases the disabled person reaches a dead end in rehabilitation. Therefore, sheltered workshops play a limited role in modern rehabilitation concepts for people with mental disorders. In North America, the ‘clubhouse’ model emerged as a development of the sheltered workshop. It aims at support and preparation for employment. Patients are seen as Clubhouse Members and have the possibility to participate in the organization of the house. They share responsibility with staff for maintaining the building, preparing meals, and working in the office. After a period of prevocational training, employment placements are arranged in a variety of temporary jobs with mainstream employers, the employment contract being held by the clubhouse organization and shared between members. Unfortunately, in many cases, these shared job placements are limited to unskilled, low-grade positions.

Psychosocial rehabilitation programs comprise psychiatric services as well as psychotherapeutic support and work therapy. Social skills training and pre-vocational training are also integral components under supportive work conditions. Within the rehabilitation process, realistic goals are developed with the patient regarding his social and vocational future. Participants receive classes in work related topics such as mathematics, basic computer skills, administration or bookkeeping, metal crafts or woodwork. Brief and focused techniques are applied to teach how the patients can find a job in the open job market, fill out applications and conduct employment interviews. Depending on individual needs regarding social, interactional and vocational problems, courses are put together for training in social communication and competence, concentration and memory as well as daily management. Leisure activities during free time can complement the program. In the course of rehabilitation, demands are qualitatively and quantitatively increased in a stepwise manner, supplemented by courses in stress relief and relaxation. Medical and psychotherapeutic treatment and social support are integrated elements of the program.

In transitional employment, a temporary work environment is provided to teach vocational skills which should enable the affected person to move on to competitive employment. The uppermost aim is the patients’ integration into work according to their individual needs and skills. But all too often the gap between transitional and competitive employment is too wide, so that the mentally disabled employment is too in a temporary work environment.

The most promising vocational rehabilitation model today is supported employment (SE). With respect to their choices and capabilities psychiatric patients are placed in competitive workplaces as soon as possible after entering the program. According to an “individual placement and support model” they receive continued and indefinite support to maintain their position. Participation in SE programs is followed by an increase in the ability to find and keep employment. Although findings regarding this new approach are encouraging, some critical aspects need to be mentioned. First, in many cases patients are integrated in unskilled part-time jobs. Second, since studies primarily evaluated short term follow-up periods, the long term outcome still needs to be evaluated.

Success of vocational rehabilitation

Since the 1970s, numerous evaluation studies in the course of the development of community psychiatric services have been published. Scientific papers mainly addressed two types of research questions: on one hand, the evaluation of the effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation programs; on the other hand, the identification of prognostic factors for prediction of rehabilitation success. Both lines of thought are closely linked and show strong dependencies on basic assumptions about the nature of rehabilitation success. Reviewing the literature, it becomes clear that there is only limited agreement between studies on how to define rehabilitation success. Reviewing the literature, it becomes clear that there is a limited agreement between studies on how to define rehabilitation success. Reviewing the literature, it becomes clear that there is only limited agreement between studies on how to define rehabilitation success. Reviewing the literature, it becomes clear that there is only limited agreement between studies on how to define rehabilitation success.

The main criterion used in studies is the number of patients integrated in competitive work after program termination. Reker remarks that defining rehabilitation success exclusively by the relative proportion of patients employed has considerable methodological weaknesses, as the research topic “employment” is actually quite complex. Effects and results of work rehabilitation do not depend solely on the individual characteristics of the participating patients or the rehabilitation program, but to a high degree also on regional socio-economic circumstances and limitations of the job market, as has been shown by Morgan and Cheadle.

Moreover, a fundamental difficulty lies in the fact that in some evaluation studies work is simultaneously considered a central part of the rehabilitation program and a therapeutic method as well as the main...
goal of rehabilitation and thus its evaluation criterion. Methodologically speaking, the intervention (e.g. work therapy and transitional employment) does not differ from the intended result of the program (e.g. work under protected conditions). Norquist\textsuperscript{23} stresses the necessity to create specific evaluation criteria for specific interventions, to allow quality comparisons between interventions. Additionally, it is necessary to apply measures which produce sufficient variance within the study population. Therefore, events that are seldom achieved are considered to be insufficient to serve as an evaluation criterion.

Vocational rehabilitation is confronted with the dilemma of trying to integrate psychiatric patients into a work environment that is not even capable of providing employment for all healthy members of society. Today’s labor market requires predictability, flexibility, work capability, and qualification of its workforce – characteristics which are sometimes contrary to the skills and abilities of the chronically mentally ill.\textsuperscript{13} High psychological stress resulting from competitive work can lead to a reduction of the functioning level of psychiatric patients.\textsuperscript{25} In unfavorable socio-economic circumstances and fully stretched job markets, rates of successful integration can be classified as seldom events as only modest employment rates are achieved.\textsuperscript{20} Additionally, reintegration into competitive employment involves the danger of expecting too much from patients and possibly exposing them to the experience of yet another setback.

Therefore, integration into competitive employment represents only one aspect of rehabilitation success. It seems to be necessary to focus on broader criteria for the evaluation of vocational rehabilitation. For the majority of patients, integration is reached only partially and employment under sheltered conditions should be valued as positive rehabilitation outcome. This was taken in account already by Ciompi, Ague & Dauwalder\textsuperscript{27} which defined rehabilitation success as a progress on the level of vocational integration, ranging from competitive employment over sheltered work and further rehabilitation. Negative rehabilitation outcome in this sense is represented by unemployment and premature exclusion from work due to early retirement.

An extended description of rehabilitation success should involve the reduction of social and functional impairment as well as different aspects of psychological wellbeing. According to the principles of normalization, rehabilitation is aimed at different areas of functioning and social living, and thus must not be hastily restricted to the mere integration into competitive employment. Evaluation of vocational reintegration should be assessed multidimensionally,\textsuperscript{26} involving measures of vocational integration and progress as well as measures of functional outcome independent from the resulting employment situation. Following this train of thought, success of vocational rehabilitation can be structured as follows:\textsuperscript{20,29}

- Traditional evaluation studies of vocational rehabilitation applied normative criteria such as rates of patients competitively employed after program termination.
- According to the rehabilitation principle of normalization of participation in the society, measures of progress on the level of vocational integration serve as evaluation criteria. Additionally, rehabilitation success can be measured by increasing work income and working hours.
- Beyond integration into work, vocational rehabilitation focuses on the reduction of social impairments and imparting of social skills. In this context, increased levels of functioning and decreased levels of social impairments can be used as evaluation criteria.
- Patient-reported outcome measures are increasingly considered to be of importance for the evaluation of mental health care in general. They reflect the “patient needs and values”.\textsuperscript{30} Various constructs have been established to capture patient-reported outcomes, most notably self-ratings of symptoms, subjective quality of life, and needs.*
- A theory-based approach of rehabilitation success is represented by the evaluation of work capabilities. Those measures depict the individual qualification to fulfill the demands of employed work.

In the next section, these evaluation criteria will be differentiated more clearly and relevant empirical findings will be discussed.

**Evaluation and prediction of employment rates**

Vocational rehabilitation programs increase the rate of competitive employment in patients with severe mental illness.\textsuperscript{26} However, current rehabilitation programs achieve only modest employment rates of about 15-30% among psychiatric populations. And even these mod-

est employment rates decrease with each follow-up period. These figures are alarming; even more so against the backdrop of the finding that the employment status of psychiatric patients can also change without explicit vocational rehabilitation. In a study by Mueser and coworkers, after a first illness episode 9.7% of patients with schizophrenia were competitively employed. One year later, 23.3% of the patients were employed without participation in a rehabilitation program. More than 13% of the patients were able to return to work without specific interventions.

Prediction models of successful reintegration into competitive employment are supplied by a great number of studies. Research on schizophrenia identified different clusters of prognostic factors.

At first, variables of premorbid functioning turned out to be predictors of successful reintegration. Good premorbid social functioning, premorbid intelligence, education level, and duration of pre-rehabilitation unemployment contributed to the prediction of rehabilitation success. On one hand, with regard to their premorbid characteristics these variables withdraw from specific rehabilitation interventions. On the other hand they supply first indications of the importance of rehabilitation within the full spectrum of psychiatric services: rehabilitation must be integrated at a very early stage of intervention to limit unfavorable development during first episodes of the illness. Clinical psychiatrists are needed to recognize individual rehabilitation needs as soon as possible in order to shorten the time span between the first admission to a psychiatric hospital and the start of vocational rehabilitation. The duration of pre-rehabilitation unemployment is an especially valid predictor of rehabilitation success in pointing out that (re-)integration into employment becomes more difficult the longer a patient is unemployed before getting vocational rehabilitation.

A second cluster of possible predictors of successful reintegration consists of illness related variables. Late onset and short illness duration have a positive influence on successful work integration. The first of these two predictors corroborates the findings described above. The later the onset of the illness, the less likely the impairment in the patient’s premorbid development, since the exacerbation of the disease does not limit education level or apprenticeship. A short illness duration as a predicting variable suggests possible influences of a successful rehabilitation. As has already been established herein, rehabilitation must take place as soon as possible within the course of the illness. In addition, this new predictor tells us that rehabilitation must take place as soon as possible within a specific illness episode. A direct transfer of the patient from the clinic to rehabilitation facilities without wide time gaps, will facilitate continuous support that will prevent the patient from returning to possibly unfavorable surroundings without social support and without appropriate work opportunities.

The role of psychopathology in predicting rehabilitation success is controversial. In a very influential review on rehabilitation success by Anthony and Jansen, the authors assume that the kind of diagnosis, as well as the current psychopathology, have only limited influence on the success of rehabilitation. These findings are confirmed by a meta-analysis by McGurk and Mueser. These authors summarized the results of studies on integration of psychiatric samples with and without participation in rehabilitation programs. They found correlative associations between general, positive, and negative symptoms and employment. However, the predictive value of symptom status for reintegration was low, especially in prospective studies. Only one out of five studies proved general symptoms to be relevant for the prediction of employment. Positive symptoms had no predictive value. Negative symptoms predicted employment in four out of seven studies. Low levels of negative symptoms had considerable influence on reintegration. In these authors’ work as well as in a study conducted by Brieger et al., good social and work skills were valuable predictors of successful reintegration into employment. Here, a third cluster of predictors for successful reintegration into work was identified. Good social skills and, specifically, good work skills constantly contributed to a successful rehabilitation. Significant improvement of work skills during rehabilitation is related to higher employment rates after rehabilitation. General work behavior assessed during the rehabilitation process predicted employment status six months after rehabilitation. Thus, training in social skills and work capabilities should be included as main components of vocational rehabilitation programs, as will be explained later on.

**Evaluation and prediction of the progress on the level of vocational integration**

With regard to the low rates of successful reintegration of psychiatric patients into competitive employment, the question arises whether evaluation of vocational rehabilitation should be reduced to mere reintegration rates. Integration into competitive employment represents only one aspect of vocational integration, as already mentioned above.

According to Reker (1998), vocational integration as an evaluation criterion can be differentiated using an ordinal scale containing the following levels.
1. Competitive employment or regular apprenticeship
2. Work or apprenticeship under protected conditions
3. Continuing vocational rehabilitation for subjects with mental illness
4. Unemployment
5. Permanent disability payments.

This scale takes into account that under unfavorable economic conditions, vocational integration is often only partially reached through integration in protected work environments or continuing vocational rehabilitation for patients with severe mental illness.

Using this kind of measure, studies allow a better overall view on reintegration success. Beyond integration into competitive employment, differential statements about progress, stagnation, or regression of the patient’s vocational integration level are possible. Dauwalder and coworkers evaluated the rehabilitation efforts of a Swiss university psychiatric clinic and found that 30% of the patients had an improvement of their vocational integration level compared to their work situation prior to rehabilitation. Reker (1998) elaborated a scale from “unemployment” over “ambulant work therapy or transitional employment”, and “work under protected conditions”, up to “competitive employment”, and evaluated different rehabilitation programs. After rehabilitation in sheltered employment, only 6% of the patients reached competitive employment; the majority (80%) remained in the sheltered workplace; 13% faced unemployment. Three years after ambulant work therapy, 19% of the patients found competitive employment, 23% worked under protected conditions, 22% remained in the work therapy, and 16% became unemployed. This method of program evaluation supplies a considerable gain of information beyond the normative rates of employment and therefore allows a better comparison of different rehabilitation approaches.

In regression models, prognostic factors similar to those used in predicting employment rates proved to be relevant. Again, premorbid intelligence, social integration, and a low duration of disintegration had prognostic validity in predicting the level of vocational integration. In a study by Hoffmann and coworkers, improvement in the level of vocational integration was prospectively predicted by negative symptoms, intelligence, functional impairment, locus of control, and cognitive performance. The predictors explained 30% of the variance.

Evaluation and prediction of the functional level

Vocational rehabilitation can be seen as a supporting process for the transition to a higher level of social independence. Therefore, it is essential to consider an improvement of the general functional level and a decrease of functional impairment as important criteria of rehabilitation success. If evaluation of rehabilitation only focuses on fundamental vocational domains, other aspects of the intervention are automatically neglected and the effectiveness of rehabilitation is underestimated. Improvement of functional impairment during rehabilitation was shown by Ferdinandi, Yoottanumpun, Pollack and Bermanzohn, as well as in a study by Hoffmann and Kupper. The latter also demonstrated that patients with a higher level of vocational integration at program termination were characterized by higher levels of functioning during the rehabilitation process. In a prospective and controlled evaluation study, Brieger and coworkers compared a group of psychiatric patients that participated in a comprehensive vocational rehabilitation program with a group of patients without rehabilitation. Both groups were assessed prospectively. Rehabilitation patients were examined at admission into rehabilitation, during the course of the program (about six months after admission), at program termination (about 12 months after admission), and at a 9-month follow-up. They found that the rehabilitation group had similar levels of functioning at the time of admission to the program as the patients without rehabilitation. However, during the course of rehabilitation, the participants were able to increase their functioning level and were significantly superior to the patients without rehabilitation at the end of the program, as well as nine months after program termination.

In predicting the functional level, a high percentage (50%) of explained variance was obtained only by negative symptoms. Brieger and coworkers showed that the functional level was besides a measure of premorbid adjustment—mainly predicted by the current psychopathology. The change of the functional level was generally influenced by the level of negative, general and positive symptoms which explained up to 40% of the variance. Also Watzke showed that a measure of change in symptoms was the strongest predictor for the change of functional level during rehabilitation as well as for the functional level at a 3-month follow-up. Altogether, this quite impressive influence of psychopathological symptoms on functional outcome indicates that contrary to the assumptions of Anthony and Jansen, symptoms cannot be neglected in the consideration of potential predictors of rehabilitation success.

Anthony and Jansen’s assumption, often cited, issues from a period when most studies on effectiveness of rehabilitation were based on samples of schizophrenic subjects. Nowadays, subjects with schizophrenia are less frequently represented in rehabilitation samples than in the 1970s and 1980s. In a current study by Brieger.
and coworkers, only about 30% of the patients suffered from schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorders. Considering this, elaborate rating scales should be used, to ensure the appropriate evaluation of symptoms. Such scales should also cover symptom changes as confirmed by Eikelmann and Reker. Finally, the importance of symptoms for the improvement of the general and social functioning level indicates an urgent need for integration of psychiatric and psychotherapeutic services into vocational rehabilitation programs. Pfammatter, Hoffmann, Kupper and Brenner assume that in mental health services, prevention, acute treatment, and rehabilitation must not be separated but work together very closely. Furthermore, Engels emphasizes that particularly programs of psychosocial rehabilitation attained their importance due to integration of psychiatric services as well as psychotherapeutic support and work therapy.

**Evaluation and prediction of patient-reported outcome measures**

During the past decade, psychiatric research paid increasing attention to the subjective appraisals of the patients. Increasingly, the individually experienced quality of life served as an evaluation criterion of psychiatric interventions. Persons with severe mental disorders show lower levels of subjective quality of life in comparison to healthy controls. Competitively employed patients with schizophrenia report a higher quality of life (QOL) than their unemployed counterparts. Participation in vocational rehabilitation has a positive influence on the subjective QOL. Sellwood and coworkers found a greater improvement of QOL within a patient group with individual vocational rehabilitation than in a hospital based patient group. That vocational rehabilitation promotes higher levels of subjectively rated QOL has also been shown by Brieger and coworkers. In their study, even at the time of admission to the program, rehabilitation participants significantly differed from a matched control group regarding their subjective psychological wellbeing. At program termination as well as at the 9-month follow-up, participants still had significantly higher QOL than the control group. Participation in rehabilitation was also associated with more desirable ratings in other patient-reported outcome measures such as lower self-rated anxiety and self-rated depression.

Watzke showed that, in a sample of patients with schizophrenia, psychological wellbeing at the beginning of a comprehensive vocational rehabilitation program was predicted by the level of general and positive symptoms and the level of premorbid education. These variables explained about 40% of the variance. The change of psychological wellbeing during the rehabilitation process was predicted by the change of general and negative symptoms. The levels of general and negative symptoms also predicted the final assessment of wellbeing at a 3-month follow-up and explained 30% of the variance.

**Evaluation and prediction of work capabilities**

Impairment of work performance is one of the defining criteria of psychiatric illnesses. As deficits of the disorder, these impairments can last for years without improvement. Even prior to re-entering the labor market, major goals of vocational rehabilitation programs are to strengthen the clients’ work-related skills. Accordingly, the training and development of social and work skills have moved into the focus of rehabilitation programs. Since work capability is assumed to be changeable in the course of rehabilitation and can be assessed independently from general employment rates, it is well suited to serve as an evaluation criterion of rehabilitation success.

Assessment tools for work capability allow a comprehensive screening of individual performance in work related situations including ratings of basic work skills (e.g. punctuality and accuracy) as well as work adjustment, planning skills, work quality and quantity, social aspects of work (e.g. relations with co-workers and superiors, social behavior at work), and communicational skills. Furthermore, these tools assess cognitive performance such as task learning, task memory, and attention.

Although improvement of work skills is one of the main targets of rehabilitation programs, there are only limited scientific studies examining the course of work performance during vocational rehabilitation. Watzke and coworkers found a general increase in work capability in a vocational rehabilitation sample; especially work related “Learning ability” and “Social communication skills” revealed to be improvable as early as the first months of a comprehensive rehabilitation program. In two earlier reports, improvement in the domains “Social skills” and “Personal presentation” was observed over 17 weeks of work rehabilitation. In a study by Bell and Bryson, on each of five domains of work (Cooperativeness, Work habits, Work quality, Social skills, Personal presentation), 76 to 91% of the subjects reached proficiency or improved significantly in a 26-week rehabilitation program. These results indicate that in spite of a general improvement in the total sample, not all subjects equally profit from voca-
tional rehabilitation regarding improvement of work performance. Watzke, Galvao, Gawlik, Huehne and Brieger\(^\text{56}\) identified patient groups with different courses of work capability. They found distinct patterns of poor, moderate, improving and superior work performance during vocational rehabilitation. While superior work capabilities were mainly found in patients with mood disorders or anxiety disorders, participants with schizophrenia and low education showed unfavorable change in work skills. Affiliation to a specific cluster was also related to reintegration success. About 60% of the patients with consistent superior work capability expected employment after program termination. In the group with initially low, but improving work capability, about 39% still expected employment, whereas in the moderate group without improvement about 27% did, and in the group with constantly poor performance, only 17% anticipated a favorable reintegration outcome. Likewise, Anthony and coworkers\(^\text{35}\) showed that subjects who found employment after rehabilitation had undergone significant improvement of work skills during rehabilitation, whereas subjects who stayed unemployed did not experience such an increase. These findings are consistent with the assumptions of Anthony and Jansen\(^\text{25}\) that work performance during rehabilitation is one of the best predictors of future employment. General work behavior assessed during the rehabilitation process predicted employment status six months after rehabilitation\(^\text{36}\) as well as total duration of employment, total job earnings,\(^\text{57}\) and future functioning at work.\(^\text{21}\)

Good initial work capabilities were predicted by good premorbid adjustment, high fluid intelligence, and extroversion.\(^\text{34}\) Suffering from schizophrenia indicated a lower level of work performance at entry into a rehabilitation program as well as at program termination. A positive change in work capability throughout the course of rehabilitation was predicted by a favorable development in symptom status. Again, this result emphasizes the importance of psychopathology for the outcome of vocational rehabilitation.\(^\text{34}\)

**The role of cognition in predicting rehabilitation success**

As explained above, rehabilitation success is predictable by premorbid social functioning,\(^\text{33,34}\) premorbid intelligence,\(^\text{21,37}\) education level,\(^\text{13}\) duration of pre-rehabilitation unemployment or disintegration,\(^\text{34,37}\) illness related variables such as a late onset and a short duration of the illness,\(^\text{13}\) and symptoms (especially negative symptoms of schizophrenia).\(^\text{15,21,29,34,40}\)

However, the predictive value of these variables remains unsatisfactory. Moreover, the growing empirical evidence on the consequences of cognitive deficits of mental disorders has not been sufficiently considered in rehabilitation research.

Neurocognitive deficits are widely recognized as central features of schizophrenia\(^\text{58,59}\) and represent stable characteristics of the disease.\(^\text{60}\) Particularly impaired domains of cognitive functioning amongst patients with schizophrenia are executive functions, working memory, verbal and visual memory and learning, and attention.\(^\text{61}\) These deficits have been shown to be present in first-episode patients who are antipsychotic naïve,\(^\text{62}\) as well as in patients in clinical remission and in the active symptomatic state.\(^\text{63}\)

Cognitive dysfunctions were found in a broad range of mental disorders other than schizophrenia. Moritz and coworkers\(^\text{64}\) showed that in obsessive compulsive disorder, major depression, and schizophrenia, deficits exist in a wide range of cognitive functions. They argued that these deficits possibly represent a more general rather than specific vulnerability to psychiatric illnesses.

Studies of subjects with bipolar disorder particularly revealed neurocognitive deficits in many of the same cognitive domains that have previously been reported to be abnormal in patients with schizophrenia.\(^\text{65}\) Recent studies suggest that cognitive deficits represent persistent deficits associated with the illness and occur in depressed, manic and hypomanic bipolar patients, as well as in periods of euthymia and remission.\(^\text{66,67}\) Independent from psychiatric symptoms, comorbid diagnoses or medication status, the performance of bipolar patients is consistently worse than that of healthy volunteers in learning and sorting tasks, as well as in tests that include a working memory component.\(^\text{68}\)

Impairments in cognitive functioning result in immense consequences for adaptive skills\(^\text{69,70}\) and are highly relevant for everyday functioning\(^\text{71}\) as well as for occupational outcome in schizophrenia.\(^\text{28,72}\) Correspondingly, significant correlations between cognitive performance and the duration of employment after vocational rehabilitation were found.\(^\text{73}\) However, studies produced varying results regarding the association between integration into employment and cognitive performance. While some authors showed specific relations between cognition (especially learning, memory, and executive functions) and competitive employment,\(^\text{74}\) others failed to show such associations.\(^\text{75}\) Restrictively, it has to be mentioned that most studies on cognition and rehabilitation or functional outcome were conducted on patients suffering from schizophrenia. Studies on the association between functional outcome and cognition including patients with other mental disorders are rare. Thus, studies referred to in the following paragraphs mainly examined schizophrenic samples.
Regarding the progress on the level of vocational integration, several studies showed a close relation between verbal and visual memory, executive functioning, word fluency, and intelligence and the level of vocational integration.\textsuperscript{55,76} Executive functions predicted the patients’ work attendance/absence.\textsuperscript{77} Cognitive deficits proved to be better predictors of the functional level than the current levels of positive or negative symptoms of schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{78} Additionally, the relation between cognitive functioning and the functional level was significant even after controlling for the influence of negative symptom severity.\textsuperscript{79} Likewise, social skills were predicted by cognition.\textsuperscript{55} Regarding work capability measures, task orientation was significantly predicted by executive functions.\textsuperscript{80} In a study by Bryson, Bell, Kaplan and Greig\textsuperscript{81} a significant correlation between general work performance and verbal memory was found. Improvement in work performance was predicted by measures of memory, attention, and executive functions.\textsuperscript{82}

This short overview demonstrated that the individual cognitive performance has a great influence on the different domains of rehabilitation success.

Still, most studies on cognition predicting social and vocational functioning have evaluated stable cognitive abilities.\textsuperscript{52} Different to this and based on research using Dynamic Assessment,\textsuperscript{83,84} Green and coworkers\textsuperscript{72} considered “learning potential” as a mediator between basic cognition and functional outcome and called for “a fundamental shift in assessment: from what the individual currently knows to what the individual is capable of learning”. Dynamic assessment\textsuperscript{83,85} is a diagnostic approach where specific behavioral interventions are included into cognitive testing procedures and thus, turn these instruments into learning or training tests. Changes in individual performance on dynamic tests reflect the individual’s cognitive modifiability or learning potential. Dynamic testing promises to provide clinically helpful diagnostic information in addition to tests of basic neurocognition. Correspondingly, Watzke and coworkers\textsuperscript{86} demonstrated that individual learning potential had prognostic validity for rehabilitation outcome, especially for the longitudinal development of work-related learning ability during rehabilitation, for the development of the functional level beyond rehabilitation and the level of vocational integration after program termination. Generally, patients without cognitive deficits had better rehabilitation outcome in all assessment points and all outcome measures. In fact, patients with remediable cognitive deficits or good learning potential (“learners” according to dynamic assessment) and patients with low learning potential or “stubborn” deficits\textsuperscript{87} (“nonlearners” in the terms of dynamic assessment) had similar starting points at the beginning of the rehabilitation. However, learners turned out to benefit more from vocational rehabilitation while nonlearners showed a rather unfavorable rehabilitation outcome.

Therefore, dynamic assessment of cognitive functions seems to be a forward-looking diagnostic tool with high prognostic validity. It could be useful for the selection of appropriate rehabilitation programs for patients with different levels of cognitive deficits and thus, different levels of needs. Using the knowledge on the influence of cognition and cognitive modifiability on rehabilitation success could help to ensure appropriate assistance, particularly for subjects with poorer performance.

**Conclusions on the feasibility of vocational rehabilitation in subjects with severe mental illnesses**

Patients with severe mental disorders are likely to experience a functional decline due to their disease. Functional impairment can lead to job loss and vocational disintegration. Exclusion from work promotes further deterioration due to the illness.

Integration into work has multiple positive effects on the course of the illness and the functional and social wellbeing of psychiatric patients. Therefore, vocational rehabilitation represents an important element within the mental health service system.

What can we learn from research about the feasibility of vocational rehabilitation? What do we need to know in order to increase the likelihood of rehabilitation success?

First of all, a differentiated rehabilitation system is needed to provide support for patients with different needs and capabilities. Not all patients can be expected to profit from one and the same rehabilitation approach. For patients with high performance and less impairment, rehabilitation facilities with a focus on the reintegration into competitive employment as soon as possible during the rehabilitation process are needed. For those patients, programs of supported employment offer the opportunity to rapidly overcome their disintegration and to find their way back into society.

Patients with considerable impairments need rehabilitation that allows them to compensate their deficits. During the program, they need assistance to develop realistic goals regarding their social and vocational future. Support has to be provided to handle social, interactional, and vocational problems. Training in communication and social competencies, as well as the improvement of cognitive functions need to be of-
founded. The authors believe that psychosocial rehabilitation programs and transitional employment supplying comprehensive support best meet those patients’ needs and abilities.

Patients with strong deficits that withdraw from the efforts of those approaches obviously require more sweeping and sustained support as provided by “errorless learning.” Errorless learning represents a rehabilitation technique that provides “prosthetic” compensation strategies for patients with persisting impairments. Work tasks are subdivided into their smallest components. At first, patients start to learn the most simple task component, and thus are very likely to succeed. Training continues with a sequence of task components with complexity increasing in small steps. The execution of each single step is carried out repeatedly and is permanently reinforced. Because of that, the experience of making errors is maximally reduced, while the experience of success is promoted. During the whole training, intense support and repeated instructions are made available. This “prosthesis” is maintained until the work task is transferred to the behavioral repertoire of the patient. This approach promises to offer also vocational rehabilitation to severely impaired patients. Accordingly, Sergi and coworkers reported that patients with persisting deficits had better rehabilitation success under errorless learning than standard rehabilitation.

To identify the individual rehabilitation potential and to select an appropriate program, dynamic assessment can be a first, but not the single, diagnostic tool, as proposed by Watzke and coworkers.

However, as described above, rehabilitation success has to be examined multidimensionally and must not be reduced to the mere integration into competitive employment. Beyond reintegration into competitive employment, rehabilitation success should also be seen on the level of vocational integration, strengthening of work capabilities, improvement on the functional level, and a better quality of life.

Knowing about the differential aspects of rehabilitation success also provides greater access to the different prognostic factors that contribute to the attainment of a favorable rehabilitation outcome.

The fact that variables like pre-rehabilitation unemployment and disintegration are important predictors of rehabilitation success indicates the urgency of early recognition of the patient’s rehabilitation needs. This, again, emphasizes the importance of understanding rehabilitation to be an integral component of the mental health system. The finding that a short duration of the illness also has prognostic validity in predicting rehabilitation success points into the same direction. Rehabilitation need has to be recognized as early as possible within the course of the illness and also as early as possible within every single illness episode to shorten the time of the patient’s disintegration and to avoid periods of stagnation.

Therefore, clinicians, psychologists, and social workers have to work closely together to ensure an early transfer from the clinic to the appropriate rehabilitation program.

Findings of the prognostic significance of symptoms for rehabilitation success refer to the importance of the integration of psychiatric and psychotherapeutic services and programs of vocational rehabilitation. Rehabilitation must start within the clinic; psychiatric help must continue during the rehabilitation. Additionally, psychiatric treatment of the symptoms during rehabilitation prevents an exacerbation of the illness, which could be a determining factor of premature termination of the patient’s participation in the program.

During the program, a consecutive evaluation of the patient’s development regarding his or her functional level, work capability, and subjective wellbeing also has to take place. This procedure helps to diagnose the patient’s individual needs and abilities and therefore ensures the appropriate support for the patient. Consequently, favorable courses of work capability, social and general functioning were reported to significantly predict successful reintegration into work.

Therefore, training for cognition and for social skills should be integrated into rehabilitation programs to compensate for individual deficits. These aspects of promotion of a successful rehabilitation can be summarized as follows:

1. Early recognition of the individual’s need for rehabilitation.
2. Rehabilitation as an integral part of the mental health system.
3. Close collaboration between clinics and rehabilitation facilities.
4. The rehabilitation system involving programs of different degrees of complexity to meet the patients’ abilities and needs.
5. Psychiatric care integrated into rehabilitation to prevent illness exacerbation and premature program termination.
7. Integration of trainings for social skills and cognition integrated into the program to compensate for deficits of prognostic validity.

Altogether, a broader discussion within society is needed to promote the integration of individuals with
mental disorders. Illness-related stigmata must be overcome and the acceptance of patients with mental disorders despite and because of their deficits should be encouraged.
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